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[1] As part of the 1997–1998 Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Experiment (SHEBA),
a nearly yearlong record of upper ocean observations was obtained below a drifting ice
camp in the Beaufort Gyre. A combination of observational and numerical modeling
techniques are used to estimate heat fluxes across the under-ice ocean boundary layer.
Over the Canada Basin, the upper pycnocline contained moderate heat, but strong
stratification effectively insulated it from mixed layer turbulence. Average resulting
heat fluxes at the base of the mixed layer (Fpyc) and at the ocean-ice interface (F0) were
small (0.3–1.2 and 0.2 W m�2, respectively). Over the Chukchi Borderlands, the presence
of relatively warm and salty Pacific origin water increased upper pycnocline heat
content and reduced stratification, which permitted moderate Fpyc and F0 (2.1–3.7 and
3.5 W m�2, respectively). Solar insolation was the dominant heat source during the
final, summertime portion of the drift. During the heating period, Fpyc was relatively
small (0.4–1.5 W m�2) while F0 was large (16.3 W m�2). The drift-averaged value of F0

was 7.6 W m�2. Energy budgets for the ice cover were constructed. The oceanic
contribution to the budget during the portion of the drift over the Chukchi Borderlands,
supported by entrainment of heat stored in the upper pycnocline, was responsible for a
15% reduction in ice growth. During the summer heating season, the F0 estimates were
larger than the latent energy changes associated with basal melting.
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1. Introduction

[2] The Arctic Ocean plays an important role in global
climate change because of its sensitivity to positive feed-
backs such as the ice-albedo feedback mechanism [Kellog,
1973; Curry et al., 1995]. These feedbacks are governed by
energy exchange processes between the ice, the overlying
atmospheric boundary layer, and the underlying oceanic
boundary layer that in turn govern the mass balance of sea
ice. Meaningful predictions of ice thickness and concentra-
tion, therefore, require an understanding of surface energy
fluxes in both the atmosphere and the ocean. This paper
focuses on the role of the oceanic heat flux in the energy
budget of sea ice as observed in the western Arctic during
the 1997–1998 Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic
(SHEBA) experiment.

1.1. Ocean-to-Ice Heat Flux

[3] Ocean-to-ice heat flux F0 is controlled by the magni-
tude of turbulent transfer rates in the under-ice ocean
boundary layer (IOBL), the heat content of the IOBL and
the upper pycnocline, and the strength of stratification of the
upper pycnocline. Variability in F0 is expected to arise from
spatial and temporal changes in stratification and heat
content. Arctic upper ocean stratification varies seasonally
because of melt and growth of sea ice and geographically
because of proximity to river inputs. Heat sources in the
upper Arctic Ocean include local radiative heating through
thin ice and leads, advection of Atlantic and Pacific origin
waters, and near-surface advection of radiatively heated
water from ice-free areas within the Arctic. Resultant heat
content varies seasonally because of the annual cycle in
radiative forcing and it varies geographically because of
proximity to open water and the pathways followed by
Atlantic and Pacific Water.
[4] Previous research finds that local radiative heating of

the IOBL through thin ice and leads during summer is the
dominant source of heat supporting F0. Early theoretical
work using sea ice thermodynamic models established that a
2 W m�2 ocean-to-ice heat flux was required to maintain
observed perennial sea ice thickness [Maykut andUntersteiner,
1971]. Using ice strain data from the 1975 Arctic Ice
Dynamics Joint Experiment (AIDJEX) in the Beaufort Sea
and climatological radiation values,Maykut [1982] estimated
that an average of 3.2Wm�2 of shortwave energy is absorbed
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in the upper ocean, enough to provide the canonical ocean-to-
ice heat flux of Maykut and Untersteiner [1971]. Further
work based on AIDJEX observations refined these results.
Using ‘‘bulk’’ estimates of F0 and estimates of shortwave
radiation penetrating into the upper ocean from measured
radiation and ice concentration inferred from measured
deformation, Maykut and McPhee [1995] find that radiative
energy fluxes entering the IOBL are large enough to support
an estimated annual average F0 of 5.1 W m�2 in the central
Arctic, without need for additional heat sources.
[5] A second potential heat source to support F0 is

vertical turbulent transport to the IOBL from heat-carrying
Atlantic or Pacific origin layers within the halocline. Large-
scale advection of heat in the Arctic is dominated by the
circulation at depth of relatively warm Atlantic Layer water.
Throughout most of the Arctic though, Atlantic Layer water
is thermodynamically decoupled from the IOBL by the
strong salinity stratification of the cold halocline [Aagaard
et al., 1981]. This is why in the central Arctic, at least, there
is a rough balance between radiation entering the upper
ocean and F0 when integrated over seasonal time scales
[Maykut and McPhee, 1995].
[6] In some areas of the Arctic though, there is suggestion

and some direct evidence that F0 is supported by entrainment
of heat transported in layers below the IOBL. For example,
F0 estimates obtained as a pair of autonomous buoys drifted
over the Yermak plateau show that large surface heat fluxes
(22 W m�2) were supported by entrainment of relatively
warm Atlantic Layer water [McPhee et al., 2003]. In this
case, the large entrainment heat fluxes were likely due to
elevated turbulence levels in the halocline associated with
internal waves interacting with the local topography
[D’Asaro and Morison, 1992] and the lack of a fully
developed cold halocline in this ‘‘upstream’’ area. In another
example of Atlantic Layer influence, Walsh et al. [2007]
describe the potential significance of vertical heat fluxes from
the Atlantic Layer in the eastern Nansen Basin.
[7] Smaller, but still significant [Woodgate et al., 2005],

amounts of heat are transported into the Arctic from the
Pacific through the shallow Bering Straits, and Pacific
origin water may serve as an additional advective heat
source. Pacific Water, with modifications over the Chukchi
Shelf, occupies the upper pycnocline of portions of the
western Arctic and this layer often contains a shallow,
subsurface temperature maximum [Shimada et al., 2001],
although the relative contributions of insolation over the
shelf and direct advection from the Bering Sea to the heat
content of this layer is uncertain. In contrast to the Atlantic
Layer, heat-containing Pacific Water is not thermodynam-
ically decoupled from the IOBL; and it has been suggested
that this heat source may play a role in the regional ice mass
balance [Shimada et al., 2001; Steele et al., 2004]. For
example, Shimada et al. [2001] suggest that the presence of
unusually warm Pacific origin water over the Northwind
Ridge and Chukchi Plateau in the winter of 1997–1998
preconditioned the water column to promote a large reduc-
tion in ice concentration in the that area in summer 1998.
Observations of systematic changes in the Arctic Ocean,
including shifts in the position of the front that separates
halocline waters of Pacific and Atlantic origin [Morison et
al., 2006, 2007] and a retreat [Steele and Boyd, 1998] and

partial recovery [Gunn and Muench, 2001; Boyd et al.,
2002] of the extent of the cold halocline, have rekindled
interest in the significance of vertical transport to the IOBL
of heat transported from the Atlantic and Pacific.

1.2. SHEBA Experiment

[8] SHEBAwas executed to quantify and understand heat
exchange through the high-latitude, atmosphere-ice-ocean
system (see Uttal et al. [2002] for experiment overview and
Perovich and Moritz [2002] for preface to Journal of
Geophysical Research–Oceans SHEBA special section).
The nearly yearlong SHEBA field program was run from
a camp established on a multiyear ice floe in the western
Arctic (Figure 1) supported by a Canadian Coast Guard
icebreaker Des Groseillers. The resulting observations have
afforded a unique view of air-sea-ice interaction processes
in the Arctic: simultaneous measurements in the atmospheric
boundary layer, the ice, and the ocean surface boundary layer
over a complete annual cycle. There are a number of pub-
lications based on the SHEBA observations that address
upper ocean conditions and the surface heat budget of the
Arctic on which this study seeks to build.
[9] The SHEBA ice group made direct measurements of

ice thickness and temperature at multiple sites, documenting
the ice mass balance [Perovich et al., 2003] and indirectly
estimating F0 as the residual of an ice base energy balance
[Perovich and Elder, 2002] (see also section 5). Perovich et
al. [2003] observed that ice thickness at the SHEBA field
site was unexpectedly thin and that additional ice mass was
lost over the observation period. Combining results from all
of their sites, they found an average winter growth of 0.51 m
and a summer melt of 1.26 m, which consisted of 0.64 m of
surface melt and 0.62 m of bottom melt. Perovich and
Elder [2002] find that annually averaged F0 range from
7.5–12.4 W m�2 depending on ice type.
[10] The SHEBA atmospheric boundary layer group has

described the energy budget at the air-ice interface using
estimates of all of the atmospheric energy flux terms at a
single site [Persson et al., 2002]. The annual average of the
sum of all the atmospheric energy flux components provides
a best estimate of the net surface flux excess of 8.2 W m�2

which is in close agreement to the 8.4 W m�2 implied by
the observed surface melting at SHEBA [Perovich et al.,
2003].
[11] Most of the work based on SHEBA ocean measure-

ments has focused on the origins of the unusually warm and
fresh upper ocean seen at the beginning of the experiment
[McPhee et al., 1998; Macdonald et al., 2002; Kadko and
Swart, 2004], the distribution and spreading pathways of
Pacific origin water [Shimada et al., 2001; McLaughlin et
al., 2004], or the description of significant events observed
during the field campaign [McPhee et al., 2005; Skyllingstad
et al., 2005]. McPhee et al. [2005] describe a period of
intense ocean heat flux and upwelling associated with con-
centrated ice deformation. Skyllingstad et al. [2005] describe
the ‘‘mix-down’’ of surface-trapped meltwater that led to the
development of the 1998 summer mixed layer. Additionally,
Hayes [2003] andHayes and Morison [2008] have discussed
additional measurements of summer ocean-to-ice heat flux
using an autonomous underwater vehicle and aspects of the
summer surface mixed layer heat budget.
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1.3. Objectives

[12] In this paper, we use the SHEBA ocean observations,
supplemented with the output of a numerical IOBL model
(the Steady Local Turbulence Closure (SLTC) model of
McPhee [1999]), to investigate the contribution of the upper
ocean to the ice cover energy balance. The specific objec-
tives are to (1) describe the stability and heat content of the
upper ocean; (2) quantify the variation and annual means of
heat fluxes across the ocean boundary layer during the
SHEBA observation period, including the entrainment of
heat into the surface layer from the upper pycnocline; and
(3) quantify the significance of F0 in the ice cover energy
budget. Our present study adds to the previous SHEBA
results by providing best estimates of heat flux at the ocean-
ice interface and at the base of the well-mixed surface layer.
The ocean heat fluxes provide the link between the previous
hydrographic work and the surface heat budget.
[13] Estimates of entrainment fluxes at the mixed layer

base allow us to directly evaluate the significance to the ice
cover energy budget of vertical heat transport from the
upper pycnocline. We take advantage of the results of the
SHEBA atmospheric boundary layer and ice groups to place
the ocean measurements in context and assess the role of the
ocean in the surface heat budget. The F0 estimates are used
to directly test an energy budget for the base of the ice
cover, and we also construct and test an overall budget for
the ice cover that includes the ocean and atmospheric fluxes
and changes in internal energy of the ice cover.

[14] The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
descriptions of the SHEBA ocean observations (section 2)
and the SLTC modeling effort (section 3), presentations
of upper ocean conditions and heat fluxes (section 4) and
ice cover energy heat budgets (section 5), followed by
a discussion (section 6) and a summary and conclusions
(section 7).

2. Ocean Observations

[15] The upper ocean observations presented here were
obtained using three sensor suites deployed below the ice
through hydroholes: an automated, profiling CTD, a fast
response microstructure package designed to resolve the
spatial scales of turbulent thermal variance dissipation, and
a vertical array of turbulence sensors designed to measure
flux-carrying turbulence scales. The observations are remark-
able in that they resolve fine-scale vertical structure and
temporal variability of the IOBL and pycnocline over an
annual cycle. Data from the three systems are used to provide
heat flux estimates at two vertical levels within the IOBL.
The vertical array of flux sensors provides heat flux estimates
within the IOBL. Thermal microstructure data are used to
estimate heat fluxes at the base of the well-mixed surface
layer. All of these heat flux estimates are subject to technical
and/or theoretical limitations, which are detailed in the
following sections. For example, as was expected for such
an undertaking, there were occasional gaps in the data
collection when sensors needed maintenance or the logistic
infrastructure had to be adjusted to changing ice conditions.
Another limitation of the observations is that during summer,
when insolation complicates the vertical structure of the
IOBL, it is difficult to extrapolate observational heat flux
estimates to values at the ice-ocean interface. The obser-
vational heat flux estimates are thus supplemented with the
SLTC numerical boundary layer model that is run with
observed surface forcing and temperature and salinity struc-
ture (see section 3). Model output provides heat flux compar-
isons for the two observational levels as well as estimates
of the interface fluxes. A common, 3-h time base is set up,
over which the observations are ensemble averaged and for
which an SLTC run is performed. The 3-h interval is a good
compromise between achieving statistical stationarity with
the turbulence estimates and resolving temporal variability
of the ‘‘mean’’ characteristics of the IOBL.

2.1. Profiling CTD

[16] The high-resolution, profiling CTD was a pumped,
dual-sensor Sea-Bird 911, run topside from an automated
winch and data acquisition system. The microstructure pack-
age, composed of two fast response thermistors, was
mounted at the bottom of the CTD cage. The profiler cycled
via the computer-controlled winch between approximately
5 and 150 m depth at a nominal speed of 0.35 m s�1 for a
15 min return time. The CTD data were processed using the
alignment, filtering, and thermal lag correction techniques
recommended by Sea-Bird. Only data from the downgoing
portions of the casts are utilized here, because the fast therm-
istor sensors were obstructed by the CTD on the upgoing
portions.
[17] A total of 12,350 downcasts were obtained during

the field program. There were 21 days for which no casts

Figure 1. Bathymetric map of the western Arctic Ocean
with drift track of the SHEBA ice camp. The white dots on
the drift track, labeled with corresponding date and yearday,
mark the positions of the boundaries between the drift
segments discussed in the text, and the segments themselves
are identified using the nomenclature developed in the text.
Contour interval is 1000 m.
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were made; 9 occurred between days 447 and 455 when the
development of a pressure ridge forced relocation of all the
oceanographic instruments. Typically, the profiler ran for
between 6 and 12 h a day; operating at this 25–50% duty
cycle with a 15 min return time resulted in between 24 and
48 profiles per day. The number of casts per day increased
to about 96 during the last two months of the experiment. In
terms of the 3-h ensemble averaging periods, 60% had at
least one downcast.
[18] The sheer volume of the CTD data set required a

technique for automatically identifying profiles that were
degraded by measurement problems. Raw temperature and
conductivity data from the CTD sensors (recorded at 24 Hz)
were averaged in 0.1 m vertical bins. A series of correlation
and regression coefficients were formed between the tem-
perature and conductivity profiles measured by the two
sensor pairs for each downcast and between sequential
downcasts for each of the sensor pairs. These statistics were
then used to identify downcasts for which one or both sensor
pairs had unacceptably large noise levels and/or offsets. Of
the 12,350 downcasts recorded, 11,013 (89%) were deter-
mined to have high-quality temperature and conductivity
data for at least one sensor pair. Salinity and density were
calculated from temperature and conductivity using standard
formulations. Individual vertical profiles of potential temper-
ature T, salinity S, and potential density r (referenced to
surface pressure) from each downcast were then ensemble
averaged over the 3-h periods.
[19] Descriptive statistics derived from the CTD observa-

tions include properties that characterize the heat content of
the well-mixed surface layer and the heat content and
stratification of the layer just below the mixed layer where
entrainment processes were active. Mixed layer values of
temperature, salinity, and density, denoted by a subscript ml,
were defined as vertical averages over the depth range 10 to
15 m. This depth range represented properties of the upper
part of the typically turbulent ocean mixing layer that
were sampled near the upper depth limit of the CTD system.
The departure from freezing near the ice-ocean interface,
dTml = Tml � Tfp(Sml) where Tfp is the freezing point as a
function of salinity, was calculated from the surface values.
A robust estimate of the thickness of the well-mixed surface
layer, hml, was defined by the depth where density increased
from its surface value to 20% of the difference between
100-m and surface values. This definition is effective,
because there is typically a density step at the base of the
mixed layer, but the magnitude of the step varied season-
ally in the data set. In the remainder of the paper, the terms
surface mixed layer and IOBL will be used somewhat
interchangeably, recognizing that the mechanical bound-
ary layer is typically contained within the layer we refer to
as the mixed layer. An ‘‘entrainment layer’’ was defined
as the area just below the well-mixed layer that was likely
to be exposed to IOBL entrainment during strong surface
forcing events. On the basis of microstructure measure-
ments (described below), the thickness of the entrainment
zone during strong forcing events is on the order of 5 m,
and so the entrainment layer is taken as a 5-m-thick zone
underlying the surface layer. Statistics describing the
entrainment layer are denoted by a subscript pyc. For
example, stratification was characterized as the salinity
difference across the layer, DSpyc, and heat content was

characterized using the average departure of temperature
from freezing in the layer, dTpyc. While these criteria are
subjective, the values chosen work well for the range of
conditions encountered and highlight the features of inter-
est to us here, and results are not significantly different
using other, reasonable values of the criteria.

2.2. Thermal Microstructure

[20] The measurement of thermal microstructure was
chosen to characterize turbulence transport rates from the
profiler package because of the requirement that the system
run with a minimum of supervision and repairs over the
yearlong duration of the program. For example, velocity
microstructure measurements would have been contaminated
by mechanical vibrations of the winch, and conductivity
measurements would likely have been interrupted frequently
by biofouling and damage to the delicate fast conductivity
sensors that resolve dissipation scales.
[21] Output from two fast response, glass-coated-bead

thermistors (Thermometrics FP07) was preemphasized
[e.g., Mudge and Lueck, 1994], antialias filtered, and sam-
pled to 16 bit resolution at 188 Hz. Upon analysis, the pre-
emphasized data were deconvolved into the original signal
and its derivative. For each downcast, temperature calibra-
tions were obtained by regression against CTD temperature
and a spectral noise model was estimated using the most
quiescent sections of the cast (typically near the bottom).
Casts containing high-quality data were identified with a
regression/correlation coefficient analysis between sensors
and casts analogous to that used to clean up the CTD data set,
with an additional criterion that the variance of the noise floor
model not be too large. 51% of the 3-h ensemble periods
had at least three downcast profiles with high-quality data.
Heat flux estimates were not attempted for ensemble periods
with fewer than three downcasts.
[22] The fundamental quantity estimated from the thermal

microstructure observations is the rate of dissipation of tur-
bulent thermal variance, defined by

c ¼ 6kT

dT 0

dz

� �2

ð1Þ

for one-dimensional measurements in an assumed isotropic
turbulent field. Here, kT is the molecular diffusivity of heat,
dT0/dz is the vertical derivative of the turbulent temperature
field, and the overline notation indicates temporal averaging.
The temporal measurements are translated into spatial
measurements along the vertical profile using Taylor’s frozen
turbulence hypothesis in which sensor fall speed udrop and the
ice drift speed Vice are included in an effective advection
speed

dT 0

dz
¼ dT 0

dt
u2drop þ V 2

ice

� ��1=2
: ð2Þ

The variance of dT0/dz was estimated spectrally, with
corrections applied for the response of a glass bead–type
thermistor [e.g., Fleury and Lueck, 1994] and sensor noise.
Spectral points with frequency greater than the 1/5-power
point of the of the transfer function (at about 25 Hz) were
discarded. This frequency cutoff translates into a maximum
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resolvable wave number that decreases from kmax = 467 rad
m�1 for motionless ice to kmax = 380 rad m�1 for ice moving
at 0.25 m s�1; unfortunately, the spatial resolution was most
limited for fast moving ice (i.e., strong surface forcing).
[23] The technical difficulty of fully resolving the tem-

perature dissipation spectrum in energetic turbulent fields
with thermistors is well known [e.g., Gregg, 1999]. The
Batchelor model of the temperature dissipation spectrum pre-
dicts an exponential roll-off at the Batchelor wave number

kB ¼ �

nk2
T

� �1=4

; ð3Þ

where n is molecular kinematic viscosity, and � is the
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). On the
basis of the maximum resolved wave number in the observed
spectra and (3), we expect that the FP07 thermistors were

unable to completely resolve dT 0

dz

� �2
if �was greater than about

10�9 W kg�1. Examples of temperature gradient spectra near
the base of the mixed layer from a period of strong surface
forcing (u*0 = 0.01 m s�1) on yearday 431.0 (Figure 2)
illustrate the resolution problem. (The term ‘‘yearday’’ is
taken to mean fractional day of the year, beginning 1 January
1997. Yearday values extend continuously into 1998, with
noon on 1 January 2008 taking yearday value 366.5.) Most
of these spectra do not contain clear maxima or signs of
exponential roll-off, indicating that � in this particular
instance was greater than at least 10�8 W kg�1 (by com-
parison of the observed spectra to the theoretical Batchelor
forms plotted in the Figure 2). Because the spectral peaks
occur beyond the maximum observed wave number, the
spectra by themselves cannot be used to estimate the fraction
of variance that went unresolved by the thermistors.
[24] In order to estimate and correct for the unresolved

variance of the thermistor measurements, we have used the
results of the SLTC model (section 3) to infer �, which
provides the additional information required to calculate the

amount of variance beyond kmax in the observed spectra.
The SLTC model is a first-order turbulence closure model,
which means it does not carry an equation for TKE, but �
can be estimated from the SLTC results by assuming a local
balance between TKE production and dissipation. Using the
turbulent diffusivity of momentum nT and diagnosed hori-
zontal velocity output from the model, the SLTC estimate of
� is

�SLTC ¼ nT
@u

@z

� �2

þ @v

@z

2� �" #
: ð4Þ

After �SLTC is converted to a Batchelor wave number using
(3), the ratio kB

SLTC/kmax determines the fraction of unresolved
variance in any particular observed spectrum, assuming that
the measured spectra follow the theoretical Batchelor form.
Figure 3a illustrates that kB

SLTC was several times larger than
kmax during strong storm events. For ensembles with u*0 >
0.01 m s�1, the average value of kB

SLTC was 1347 rad m�1,
3.2 times the average value of kmax, 800 rad m�1. A cor-
responding c ‘‘correction factor’’ (Figure 3b), which cor-
rects for the estimated unresolved variance, has an average
value of 2.6 during strong forcing conditions and it has
maximal values in the range 3–7 for the largest storms
encountered. In reality, some fraction (about 20% [e.g.,
Osborn, 1980]) of the TKE is lost to buoyancy production,
which implies that both the estimated � and the calculated
correction factor represent upper limits of the actual values.
We apply this correction factor to the spectral c estimates
and use the difference between the corrected and uncorrected
forms as a measure of uncertainty.
[25] As noted above, the main use here for the thermal

microstructure data is to estimate the heat flux across the
base of the well-mixed surface layer as a quantification of
the amount of heat entering the surface layer from the upper
pycnocline. Heat flux is estimated from c using the method
of Osborn and Cox [1972], in which a balance is assumed

Figure 2. Example of 3-h ensemble-averaged temperature gradient spectra from an FP07 thermistor
during a period of strong entraining heat fluxes at the end of yearday 430. The Batchelor spectral form for
three values of � are plotted for comparison.
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to hold between the production and dissipation of turbulent
temperature variance

�T 0w0 dT

dz
¼ 1

2
c: ð5Þ

Combining (1) and (5), the microstructure-based heat flux
estimate is

T 0w0 ¼ 3kT

dT 0=dzð Þ2

dT=dz
; ð6Þ

where kT is set to a constant value of 1.4� 10�7 m2 s�1. This
estimate is essentially determined by the ratio of the
temperature gradient variance to the mean, or background,
temperature gradient dT=dz. In an episodically energetic and
vertically structured environment such as the mixed layer
base and upper pycnocline, it is difficult to characterize
average values of these two quantities, especially with a
sensor moving in the vertical direction. Extensive vertical
averaging is not possible at the approximately 1-m scale
required to resolve the vertical structure near the base of the
mixed layer and within the entrainment layer. Also, hml is
constantly changing because of internal wave motions and
the temperature gradient inferred from a single profile at these
small scales is not representative of the background profile if
turbulence is active.

[26] A procedure of careful vertical averaging within
individual profiles and ensemble averaging over the 3-h peri-
ods was used to produce sensible estimates of the background
temperature gradient and stable estimates of c. For each
downcast, vertical averaging bins were set up with respect to
the depth of the mixed layer base, defined by hml, for that
profile so that the vertical bins were effectively tracking the
base of the mixed layer. 2.5-m-thick bins were used above the
base of the mixed layer and 1-m-thick bins were used below
the mixed layer base, within the entrainment layer. Larger
bins were used within the mixed layer to aid in the resolution
of extremely small temperature gradients. Smaller vertical
bins were used in the pycnocline to allow as much resolution
as possible of the highly variable vertical structure there.
Within each bin, spectral estimates of the variance of dT0/dz
were calculated and values of dT/dz were stored. These
vertically averaged results were then ensemble averaged over
all of the downcasts within each 3-h period to produce mean

quantities dT 0=dzð Þ2 and dT=dz. After this ensemble averag-

ing, the ratio dT 0=dzð Þ2/dT=dz is formed for the calculation of

heat fluxes using (6). Ensemble averaging of dT 0=dzð Þ2 and
dT 0=dz before calculating their ratio reduces variability of the
heat flux estimates. The vertical average of the ensemble-
averaged heat flux estimates over a 10-m-thick interval
centered on the mixed layer base is taken as the final estimate
of pycnocline heat flux Fpyc. Occasionally, the temperature
gradient is too small to be accurately resolved. In order to
avoid spurious flux estimate caused by unresolved gradients,
bins with dT 0=dz < 10�3 K m�1 are excluded from the final
vertical average. It is physically reasonable to exclude these
points, because (as described below) the Osborn-Cox model
probably does not work well for extremely well-mixed
regions.
[27] The averaging method is illustrated using the exam-

ple from yearday 431.0 (Figure 4) that was introduced above.
The average depth of themixed layer over the ten profiles that
compose this ensemble was about 29 m. The temperature
gradient in the lower portion of the surface layer was small
but measurable with dT=dz > 10�3 K m�1. Temperature
gradient variance was above the noise level throughout the
bottom of the mixed layer and the upper pycnocline layer. As
expected, there is significant variability in the temperature
gradient and temperature gradient variance between profiles;
but the ensemble averages of these quantities (which are

used for dT 0=dz and dT 0=dzð Þ2 in (6) as described above) are
well behaved and produce physically reasonable estimates of
heat flux (Figure 4). The vertical extent of the entrainment
zone, taken as the area below the mixed layer base where heat
flux is significantly greater than zero, is about 6 m. The un-
corrected heat flux estimates increase from near zero at the
bottom of the entraining layer to greater than 15Wm�2 at the
base of the mixed layer. The heat flux continues to increase
with decreasing depth within the mixed layer in this example,
with a maximum value of nearly 60 W m�2. The uncertainty
of the mixed layer estimates is relatively large because of
large variability in the temperature gradient estimates there.
There is also the possibility that the mixed layer estimates are
biased large because of the potential significance of turbulent
advection in the temperature variance budget away from the
region of strong gradient below the mixed layer base [e.g.,
Shaw et al., 2001]. The correction factors for unresolved

Figure 3. (a) Time series of the maximum resolvable
vertical wave number with the FP07 thermistors (black) and
Batchelor wave number at the base of the mixed layer
estimated from the SLTC model results (gray). (b) The cor-
responding correction factor that is applied to the thermistor
c estimates. The maximum resolved wave number is a
function of advection speed. The values in the plot are
discretized because logarithmic averaging was applied to
the observed spectra, with the result that the high/low values
correspond to slower/faster ice speeds.
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variance range from 2.8 for the top bin, where � is greatest, to
1.0 at the bottom bin. The vertical average of the variance-
corrected, ensemble heat fluxes over the 10-m range centered
in the base of the mixed layer provides a pycnocline heat flux
estimate of Fpyc = 40.1 W m�2.

2.3. Turbulence Instrument Clusters

[28] The vertical array of turbulence sensors consisted of
sensitive mechanical current meters and nearly collocated
temperature and conductivity sensors (see McPhee [2002]
for details). Individual sets of instruments, known as Tur-
bulence Instrument Clusters (TIC), were mounted on a
rigid mast suspended below the ice to form a vertical array
of between two and four clusters. During the first half of the
experiment (before the forced relocation described above)
four TICs were deployed at nominal depths of 4, 8, 12, and
16 m below the ice undersurface. For the second half of the
experiment two TICs were deployed at nominal depths of
4 and 8 m. The TIC sensors were sampled at 6 Hz, resolving
the energy-containing turbulence scales in the IOBL and
allowing direct, eddy correlation estimates of turbulent
fluxes of momentum and heat. Covariance estimates were
calculated from fluctuations over 15-min averaging periods
and the resulting fluxes were further averaged over the 3-h
ensemble periods. Previous results using the system demon-
strate that fluxes based on 3-h-averaging periods are highly
reliable. Of the 354 days spanned by CTD operations, at least
one 3-h ensemble was available from the TICs for 188, 231,
84, and 62 days, respectively with increasing cluster depth.
The average number of ensembles per day with at least one
ensemble was four for the shallowest sensor and five for the
others. There were 108 days for which there were no
ensembles available from any of the clusters. The larger

number of days without TIC data (relative to profiler data)
is due to a minimum flow speed requirement of the mechan-
ical current meters. During summer, biofouling of the me-
chanical current meters was a problem, necessitating regular
retrieval and redeployment of the TICs to allow for cleaning.
Heat flux estimates from the nominal 8-m depth level, F8m,
were taken to represent heat fluxes within the IOBL.

3. SLTC Model

[29] The steady local turbulence closure model [McPhee,
1999] assumes that turbulence adjusts instantaneously to ice/
ocean interface flux conditions and to a prescribed density
structure in the upper ocean. It utilizes an iterative scheme
that begins by solving the IOBL momentum equation (with-
out local inertia) following similarity scaling that takes into
account both interfacial stress and buoyancy flux [McPhee,
1981], but assumes no stratification in the upper ocean. Given
a first estimate of IOBL shear and turbulence scales (hence
eddy diffusivity), profiles of heat and salt flux are calculated
from the prescribed temperature and salinity structure. In the
next iteration, the calculated IOBL buoyancy flux is included
in a new eddy viscosity calculation, and the momentum
equations are solved again. This is repeated until the differ-
ence between successive iterations is small enough to meet a
convergence criterion. By including buoyancy flux through-
out the IOBL, the model can account, e.g., for a relatively
shallow well-mixed layer where stress near the top of the
pycnocline is an important element of the overall momentum
structure. Fluxes across the ocean-ice interface are deter-
mined with a three-equation interface submodel [McPhee et
al., 2008]. The advantage of the SLTC over time-dependent
numerical models with similar or analogous closure is that it

Figure 4. Example of the ensemble-averaging procedure used to estimate heat flux using the thermal
microstructure data. This 3-h ensemble is from a period of strong entraining heat fluxes at the end of
yearday 430. Each of the ten profiles (gray dots) that contribute to this ensemble (black lines) is vertically
shifted so that the mixed layer depth in each profile occurs at the ensemble average mixed layer depth
(29.0 m). In the heat flux plot, the black and gray lines correspond to the uncorrected and corrected c
estimates, respectively.
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can be applied to a particular measured profile of temperature
and salinity within a data set.
[30] The SLTC model was solved using observed ice

velocity, ice thickness and temperature (to determine the
interface buoyancy flux), and vertical profiles of CTD
temperature and salinity for each 3-h ensemble. Inertial,
and possibly tidal, components were removed from the ice
velocity time series by complex demodulation. Estimates
of temperature gradient in the lower ice column come
from the thermistor records of ice observation station
‘‘Pittsburgh’’ [Perovich et al., 2003]. For ensembles with
no CTD profiles, temperature and salinity were interpo-
lated linearly between adjacent 3-h averages for which
there were at least two up and down profiles. The only
period where interpolation of CTD profiles significantly
affects the SLTC modeling is during the 9-day-long period

between days 447 and 455 (discussed further in section 4.3)
for which CTD data are unavailable because of the reloca-
tion of the oceanmeasuring systems. The surface roughness
length z0, taken equal to 0.049 m, was estimated by
optimizing agreement between SLTC model and observed
current and stress at the 8-m TIC [McPhee, 2008, chapter 9].
The quality of the resulting surface stress estimate depends on
the assumptions that (1) the z0 value is representative of the
entire floe for the duration of the project and (2) over the long
drift the average value of geostrophic (sea surface tilt) current
is near zero.
[31] For comparison with and supplementation of the

observation-based flux estimates, continuous time series of
the interface friction speed, u*0, and heat fluxes at the ocean-
ice interface, the depth of the nominal 8-m TIC, and the depth
of themixed layer base (averaged over the same 10-m vertical

Figure 5. Time series of (a) water depth and (b) elevations of the top and bottom surfaces of the ice
cover and time-depth sections of (c) salinity and (d) potential temperature along the SHEBA ice camp
drift. Averaged measurements of ice surface and bottom elevation from the ‘‘Pittsburgh’’ site are used to
illustrate the evolution of ice thickness in Figure 5b. Mixed layer depth is indicated by the gray curves in
the salinity and temperature sections. Vertical lines mark the boundaries between the ‘‘segments’’
described in the text.
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interval as the microstructure estimate) were extracted from
the 3-h SLTC results. The interface SLTC fluxes are expected
to bemore accurate than estimates based onRossby similarity
theory and bulk heat transfer laws because the SLTC model
includes physics missing from Rossby similarity theory and
the bulk heat transfer law (namely buoyancy effects resulting
from the stratified water column and the surface buoyancy
flux and a more realistic interface model that accounts for rate
limiting effects of salt transport).

4. Upper Ocean Stratification, Heat Content,
and Heat Flux

[32] The SHEBA ice camp field program began near the
center of the Canada Basin on 12 October 1997 (1997
yearday 285; Figure 1). Measurements were obtained for
the next 353 days as the camp drifted anticyclonically in the
Beaufort Gyre, covering a total distance of 2762 km. The
program completed on 30 September 1998 (1997 yearday 638)
over the Mendeleyev Abyssal Plain, 744 km from the initial
location. Over the course of the drift, upper ocean conditions
were strongly affected by the underlying bathymetry and the
seasonal cycle in atmospheric radiation.
[33] The camp drifted over the irregular and steeply

sloping western boundary of the Canada Basin, known as
the Chukchi Borderlands, between February and August
1998 (1997 yeardays 401–575, Figures 1 and 5a). Water
depth below the camp decreased from more than 4000 m in
the center of the Canada Basin to less than 1000 m over the
Borderlands. The drift track crossed the Northwind Ridge
and Northwind Abyssal Plain nearly perpendicular to the
axis of the ridge and continued on across the Chukchi Shelf.
Over the Chukchi Shelf, the drift track turned north and the
camp crossed the ‘‘gap’’ separating the Chukchi Shelf from
the Chukchi Plateau. Strong spatial fronts overlying the
outer flanks of the Northwind Ridge in sections of salinity
and temperature from the CTD profiler (Figures 5c and 5d)

illustrate the strong control on ocean circulation provided by
the bathymetry of the Chukchi Borderlands: upper pycno-
cline stratification decreased and upper pycnocline heat
increased as the front was crossed.
[34] Ice thickness measurements from the ‘‘Pittsburgh’’

ice mass balance site [Perovich et al., 2003] document ice
growth from the beginning of the observation period until
yearday 520 (4 June 1998) and melt at the bottom of the ice
from then until the end of the record (Figure 5b). Surface ice
melt began slightly later, yearday 530 (14 June 1998),
although snow melt had begun earlier. The development
of the summer 1998 mixed layer is evident in the evolution
of salinity field around yearday 575 (Figure 5c, as the camp,
coincidentally, drifted off of the Chukchi Shelf). Freshwater
from ice and snow melt formed a thin, fresh surface layer
and a strongly stratified upper pycnocline.
[35] Although the ocean observations are thus complicated

by a combination of geographic and seasonal variability,
fortuitously, the record can be divided into contiguous seg-
ments for which the spatial and seasonal variations are mostly
separable. Boundaries between the segments were defined on
the basis of the positions of spatial fronts and on the onset of
basal melting and the development of the summer mixed
layer during the heating season. The one exception to this
principle is the portion of the drift encompassing the strong
front above the eastern flank of the Northwind Ridge de-
scribed above; this part is taken as a segment unto itself. The
time ranges of the segments are listed in Table 1 and are
indicated on the map of Figure 1. Briefly, we defined two
segments over the Canada Basin, denoted ‘‘CB1’’ and
‘‘CB2,’’ in which the surface layer was close to an ice bath
and the entrainment layer contained relatively little heat
compared to the other segments. These were followed by a
segment, denoted ‘‘FR,’’ that contained the strong front.
Three segments were placed over the Northwind Ridge,
Northwind Abyssal Plain and Chukchi Shelf, denoted
‘‘NW1,’’ ‘‘NW2’’ and ‘‘NW3’’; these were characterized

Table 1. Summary Statistics for the Drift Segments Discussed in the Texta

Yearday
hml

b

(m)
Sml

c

(psu)
DSpyc

d

(psu)
dTml

e

(K)
dTpyc

f

(K)

Fpyc
g

(W m�2) F0
h

(W m�2)
F0 � Fc

(W m�2)

dEb

dt

i

(W m�2)SLTC mT

CB1 305–346 32.7 27.7 0.9 �0.00 0.47 2.1 (2.6) 0.3–0.6 0.3 �11.2 �10.8
CB2 346–377 37.5 26.8 1.4 �0.00 0.60 �0.0 (0.2) 0.0–0.0 0.1 �15.8 �19.0
Basin 305–377 34.8 27.3 1.2 �0.00 0.53 1.2 (1.6) 0.2–0.3 0.2 �13.2 �14.4
FR 377–401 30.5 27.9 0.8 0.01 0.53 4.4 (9.3) 0.4–1.2 2.0 �12.5 �13.4
NW1 401–450 30.3 30.4 0.3 0.02 0.83 3.8 (5.5) 3.5–5.7 4.3 �9.9 �10.3
NW2 450–487 30.3 30.9 0.3 0.01 0.73 0.7 (0.6) 1.7–1.8 2.1 �7.7 �7.4
NW3 487–507 28.4 30.6 0.4 0.03 0.69 0.5 (0.7) 0.8–0.9 3.8 �3.0 �2.2
Northwind 401–507 29.8 30.6 0.3 0.02 0.76 2.1 (3.2) 2.5–3.7 3.5 �7.8 �7.8
SH1 507–575 33.2 31.5 0.2 0.11 0.16 0.1 (0.1) �0.1–0.1 18.3 15.7 8.6
SH2 575–640 24.9 29.8 0.7 0.06 0.24 3.1 (3.7) 0.2–0.7 14.1 14.2 14.0
Summer 507–640 28.4 30.5 0.5 0.08 0.21 1.5 (2.5) 0.1–0.4 16.3 14.9 11.1
Annual 305–640 30.0 29.8 0.6 0.05 0.43 1.8 (2.9) 0.7–1.2 7.6 �0.7 �2.4

aAlso shown are combined statistics for the Canada Basin (segments CB1 and CB2), Northwind Rise Area (NW1, NW2, and NW3), the summer heating
period (SH1 and SH2), and the entire annual cycle.

bMixed layer depth.
cMixed layer salinity.
dSalinity difference across the entrainment layer.
eMixed layer departure from freezing.
fEntrainment layer departure from freezing.
gEntrainment layer heat flux. For the pycnocline heat fluxes, the number in parentheses in the SLTC column is the average value over only those

segments for which a microstructure-based estimate was available, and for the microstructure column the range of values is based on using the uncorrected
and corrected values of c.

hOcean-ice interface heat flux.
iIce base energy budget tendency.
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by weak entrainment layer stratification, large entrainment
layer heat content, and surface temperatures intermittently
above the freezing point. We think that solar radiation started
penetrating to the upper ocean during NW3. The onset of the
melting season was nearly coincident with an upper ocean
front (located at the northern edge of the Chukchi Shelf)
across which heat disappeared from the upper pycnocline, so
that heat transport in the upper ocean during summer was
dominated by radiative forcing. We divided the summer
heating season into two segments, denoted ‘‘SH1’’ and
‘‘SH2,’’ for a grand total of eight segments.
[36] Detailed descriptions of the stratification, heat con-

tent, and heat fluxes across the IOBL within each of the drift
segments are presented in the following subsections. We are
dependent on the SLTC results for interface heat and momen-
tum fluxes. There are differences between the observed and
SLTC estimates of F8m and Fpyc, so both versions of these
estimates are discussed. Values of microstructure Fpyc are
quoted as a range, using the uncorrected and corrected
versions as lower and upper limits. The presentation is based

on the time-depth sections of salinity and potential temper-
ature (Figures 5c and 5d), time series of the descriptive CTD
statistics described in section 2.1 (Figure 6), vertical profiles
of departure from freezing and salinity (Figure 7), and time
series of interface friction speed u*0 and the heat flux
estimates F0, F8m, and Fpyc (Figures 8–10). Figure 6a
contains the mixed layer and entrainment layer values of
potential temperature, freezing temperature, and salinity. The
boundaries between the drift segments are indicated in
Figures 5, 6, and 8–10, and segment-averaged values of
the statistics are listed in Table 1.

4.1. Canada Basin

[37] Upper ocean conditions measured near the center of
the Canada Basin upon the establishment of the camp came
as a surprise: surface salinity was fresher and pycnocline
heat content was larger than seen in previous observations.
Over segment CB1 (yearday 305–326), the mixed layer was
30 m deep on average, was nearly an ice bath (Tml within a
few mK of the freezing point), and had average salinity Sml =

Figure 6. Time series of descriptive statistics. (a) Mixed layer potential temperature (dark red) and
salinity (dark blue) and entrainment layer potential temperature (light red) and salinity (light blue). The
salinity axis on the right is aligned with respect to the temperature axis so that freezing point temperature
corresponding to a particular salinity value can be read off of the temperature scale on the left and the
departure from freezing for either layer is the distance between the temperature curve and the freezing
point curve. (b) Salinity difference across the entrainment layer. Vertical lines mark the boundaries between
the ‘‘segments’’ described in the text.
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27.7 psu. The entrainment layer was strongly stratified with
a salinity difference DSpyc = 0.9 psu. The stratification
was formed by a 0.67 psu m�1 salinity gradient, the largest
gradient in the record. The upper pycnocline contained heat
in two distinct temperature maxima (Figures 5d and 7a). The
shallower one was found at depth 33 m, at salinity 29.4 psu,
and had temperature maximum�1.15 C. The deeper one was
found at depth of about 55 m, at salinity 31.0 psu, and had
temperature maximum �0.60 C. The deeper maximum lay
below the defined entrainment layer so that only the shallow
one contributed to dTpyc. Compared to the 1975 AIDJEX
measurements, McPhee et al. [1998] noted that CB1 surface
salinity was anomalously fresh (27.8 psu compared to 29.7
for AIDJEX) and that CB1 pycnocline heat content was
anomalously large (dTpyc 2.5 times AIDJEX). McPhee et al.
[1998] also estimated that the vertical structure of the CB1
salinity profile required 2 m of freshwater input. Using d18O
as a tracer in addition to salinity, Kadko and Swart [2004]
find that the freshening was derived from a large ice melt
(1.2 m) with a significant contribution from river runoff
(0.8 m). On the basis of model results and the tracer 7Be,
Kadko [2000] concluded that the heat in the shallow temper-
ature maximum was emplaced during the 1997 heating
season.
[38] Upper ocean structure was modified by the appear-

ance of even fresher mixed layer water as the camp moved

southwestward away from the center of the Canada Basin
during segment CB2 (days 327–367). The minimum of Sml
was 26.4 psu and the segment-averaged value was 26.8 psu,
the lowest segment average of the record (Table 1). This
near-surface front (salinity structure below the entrainment
layer did not change appreciably, Figure 7b) was encoun-
tered about 130 km from the eastern edge of the Northwind
Ridge (Figure 1). The fresh water was not uniformly mixed
throughout the surface layer, as salinity and temperature
gradients extended, intermittently, almost to the surface
(Figure 7b). This variability in the vertical density struc-
ture caused hml estimates to vary between 15 and 30 m
(Figures 5c and 5d). There was little heat associated with this
fresh water, as Tml remained at the freezing point (Figure 6a).
The two subsurface temperature maxima observed in CB1
were continuous across the front between CB1 and CB2.
Within CB2, the heat content of the shallower temperature
maximumwas related to the freshwater content of the surface
layer, both increased through most of the segment. dTpyc had
an average value of 0.60, larger than observed during CB1.
The vertical extent and heat content of the deeper temperature
maximum grew larger at the end of CB2 (Figures 5 and 7b),
but these changes occurred below the entrainment layer and
did not contribute to dTpyc. The freshening surface layer
caused the stratification of the entrainment layer to strengthen:
average and maximum values of DSpyc over CB2 were 1.3

Figure 7. Vertical profiles of 3-h temperature departure from freezing (blue) and salinity (red) for the
eight segments discussed in the text. Profiles are plotted with respect to the depth of the base of the mixed
layer, z + hml. Thick lines in each of the plots are segment-averaged profiles, again with respect to hml.
Segments (a) CB1, (b) CB2, (c) FR, (d) NW1, (e) NW2, (f) NW3, (g) SH1, and (h) SH2.
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and 2.1 psu, the largest such values observed (Figure 6). The
upper ocean conditions of CB2 were even more anomalous
than those measured during CB1.
[39] Although there were ample amounts of heat in the

Canada Basin entrainment layer, the mixed layer was nearly
an ice bath throughout CB1 and CB2, indicating that ver-
tical transport from this layer must have been weak. Indeed,
heat flux estimates across the IOBL were uniformly small
for the two Canada Basin segments (Figure 8). Segment-
averaged values of F0 were 0.3 and 0.1 W m�2 for CB1
and CB2, respectively. Observed and SLTC heat fluxes
within the surface layer were also small. During CB1, aver-
age TIC and SLTC values of F8m were 0.5 and 0.2 W m�2,
respectively. During CB2, segment-averaged TIC and SLTC
F8m were actually slightly negative, �0.1 and �0.4 W m�2,
respectively, as a result of the vertical structure associated
with the front which created a negative near-surface tem-
perature gradient. Interestingly, there is poor agreement
between the model and microstructure-based estimates of

Fpyc during these strongly stratified conditions. For exam-
ple, there were four storm-forced entrainment events during
CB1 for which u*0 exceeded 0.01 m s�1 and that were
resolved well by microstructure observations. During these
events, SLTC Fpyc were 3–5 times larger than the observa-
tional estimates (Figure 8d). This is reflected in the average
values of Fpyc for CB1: 2.1 and 0.3–0.6 W m�2 for model
and observation, respectively. The average SLTC Fpyc value
for only those periods that had microstructure estimates
available was 2.6 W m�2. The agreement between obser-
vation and model is better during CB2 (Table 1), but
probably only because there were no large surface forcing
events during that segment. The SLTC Fpyc may be inac-
curate during these segments, because these estimates are
much larger than observed and modeled F8m and F0 and
because there was no observed warming of the surface layer
(Figure 6a). Although there was an increase in the upper
halocline heat content associated with the fresher surface
layer of CB2, the front between CB1 and CB2 did not affect
significantly ocean heat flux, probably because the warming
of the upper halocline layer was accompanied by stronger
stratification. Overall, the insulating effect of the strong
stratification provided a very effective capping of the heat

Figure 8. Time series of (a) interface friction speed u*0,
(b) interface vertical heat flux F0, (c) vertical heat flux at
8-m depth F8m, and (d) vertical heat at the base of the mixed
layer Fpyc for segments CB1, CB2, and FR. Observational
(blue) and SLTC model (red) estimates are plotted. Vertical
lines mark the boundaries between the ‘‘segments’’ described
in the text.

Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 but for segments NW1, NW2,
and NW3.
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emplaced in the upper pycnocline during the 1997 summer
heating season.

4.2. Front

[40] Within the frontal segment FR (yearday 377–401),
the ice camp drifted over strong horizontal gradients in the
upper ocean as it approached the eastern flanks of the
Northwind Ridge (Figure 5). The change consisted of an
increase in salinity in the upper 100 m of the water column
that was amplified near the surface. Surface salinity increased
from 26.7 to 29.7 psu across the front; Spyc also increased, but
not as rapidly as Sml, with the result thatDSpyc declined from
1.5 psu at the beginning of FR1 to 0.3 psu by the end of
segment (Figure 6). Throughout most of the front Tml
remained near the freezing point. Although the heat content
of the entrainment layer declined during FR (dTpyc decreased
from 0.79 K to 0.37 K, Figure 6), the heat content of the
pycnocline below the entrainment layer increased (Figures 5d
and 7c). The shallower temperaturemaxima found previously
near 29 psu in the CB1 and CB2 segments diminished as the
front was crossed and the salinity of the lower temperature
maximum increased. By the end of FR, a single temperature

maximum existed at S = 31.7 psu, centered on about 57 m
depth (30 m below the base of the mixed layer) and had a
vertical extent of about 20 m. The temperature maximumwas
1.03 C, the warmest temperature recorded during the exper-
iment. This salinity front separates a Pacific-dominated
pycnocline to the east from an Atlantic-dominated pycnocline
to the west [see McLaughlin et al., 2004, Figures 5 and 7].
d18O values in the front also indicate a large fraction of river
input compared to the Deep Canada Basin [Macdonald et al.,
2002].
[41] With respect to the surface heat budget, FR1 is

similar to the Canada Basin segments (i.e., F0 was generally
small even during storm-forced events with u*0 > 0.01m s�1),
except for one event during which heat fluxes across the
IOBL were quite large. Between day 390 and 394, ice speeds
of up to 0.41 m s�1 forced maximal u*0 of 0.025 m s�1

(Figure 8a). The average of SLTC Fpyc during this event was
22.1 W m�2. In contrast, the average microstructure Fpyc

was only 2.7 W m�2. The SLTC F8m was 16.9 W m�2 and
the corresponding TIC heat flux was 10.5 W m�2. Storm-
averaged F0 was 7.3 W m�2. The microstructure estimates
through the storm may be questionable, because this event

Figure 10. Same as Figure 8 but for segments SH1 and SH2.
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required the largest corrections to the spectral c estimates
(factor of 4–5 and greater, Figure 3). Heat flux values
averaged over FR1 (Table 1) are dominated by this event.
Even though there was a large amount of heat in the
pycnocline, heat was entrained into the surface layer only
during an unusually large storm that was able to overcome the
strongly stratified upper pycnocline.

4.3. Northwind Ridge

[42] By the time the camp reached the eastern slope of the
Northwind Ridge, the strong gradients of segment FR had
diminished, and the upper ocean of segment NW1 (yearday
401–450) was characterized by the weakened stratification
and increased upper pycnocline heat content that had
developed as the front was crossed. Upper ocean statistics
were more stationary during the Northwind/Chukchi Plateau
segments than the three previous segments. NW1 segment-
averaged dTpyc was 0.83 K, the largest of the record (Table 1),
and the average upper pycnocline stratification was DSpyc =
0.3 psu, significantly weaker than that observed during the
Canada Basin or FR segments. The increase in dTpyc was a
reflection of a shoaling of the subsurface temperature max-
imum layer to within the entrainment layer (Figures 5d and
7d). This heat was contained in a temperature maximum of
amplitude �0.63 C to 0.46 C, centered at salinity 31.7 psu,
and occupying depth range 34 to 57 m. Segment-averaged
Tml showed a first departure from freezing (0.02 K) during
NW1 but was elevated above freezing only during surface
forcing events (Figure 6a), indicating the significance of
entrainment processes to the heat content of the IOBL.
Surface salinity continued to increase during this segment,
from 30.0 to 30.8 psu.
[43] The camp crossed another front as it drifted from the

Northwind Ridge Abyssal Plain onto the Chukchi Shelf that
we chose as the boundary between segments NW1 and NW2.
The subsurface temperature maximum was continuous
across this front, but the amplitude of the maximum dropped
significantly between NW1 and NW2 (Figures 7d and 7e).
Although there was a large decrease in the heat content of the
pycnocline as awhole (the temperaturemaximumwas reduced
to �0.97 C, on average), the decrease in temperature of the
entrainment layer was more modest, dTpyc decreased from
0.53 to 0.38 K, indicating that there was still a relatively large
amount of heat just below the mixed layer. The heat content
of the entrainment layer was steady because the decrease in
amplitude of the subsurface temperature maximum was
compensated to some extent by further shoaling of the depth
of the temperature maximum layer. Surface salinity, surface
temperature, and salinity gradient at the based of the mixed
layer were similar to segment NW1.
[44] Beginning on yearday 486 (1 May 2008), dTml was

sustained above zero (i.e., prior to this transition it was
elevated only during strong forcing events), which is inter-
preted as the onset of radiation penetrating into the upper
ocean. This transition was taken as the boundary between
NW2 and NW3 (yeardays 486 to 507).
[45] The heat flux estimates of the Northwind portion of

the drift before day 486 (NW1 and NW2) suggest a balance
in which moderate ocean-to-ice heat fluxes are supported by
entrainment of heat stored in the upper pycnocline (Figure 9).
Segment-averaged microstructure Fpyc are 3.5–5.7 and 1.7–
1.8 W m�2 for NW1 and NW2, respectively. SLTC values of

Fpyc averaged over those ensembles for which microstructure
data were available are 5.5 and 0.6 W m�2 for NW1 and
NW2, respectively. Averaged over all of the ensembles the
SLTC values are 3.8 and 0.7Wm�2. Average F0 during NW1
and NW2 are 4.3 and 2.1 W m�2. For NW1, then, a best
estimate of Fpyc is close to 4 W m�2, which is balanced by
the average F0 of 4.3 W m�2, suggesting that essentially
all of the entrained heat is ultimately transported to the ice.
That the mixed layer heat budget was maintained primarily
by a balance between Fpyc and F0 is further evidenced by the
fact that dTml deviated from zero only during the storm-forced
events. During this period, storm-forced heat fluxes were
coherent across the boundary layer (Figure 9). Large heat
fluxes between days 442.5 and 446.5 were caused by a strong
storm that forced localized upwelling McPhee et al. [2005].
The TICs provided measurements during this event but the
CTD profiler was not operating because of the forced
relocation of the profiler system described in section 2.1.
Observed F8m are much larger than SLTC F8m because the
SLTC is forced by interpolated CTD data that does not
include the localized upwelling. CTD profiles before and
after the event are similar suggesting that the SLTC results are
representative of the ambient situation away from the local-
ized upwelling.
[46] The SLTC- and microstructure-based Fpyc estimates

are in better agreement during these weakly stratified
conditions than in the earlier segments. Beyond day 486
(NW3), the surface heat fluxes were larger than the Fpyc

estimates, consistent with the sustained departures from
freezing noted above, most likely caused by insolation
penetrating to the upper ocean. A combination of a reduced
heat flux from below augmented by heat introduced by
radiative forcing likely supported the continued NW3 aver-
age F0 of 3.8 W m�2.

4.4. Summer Heating

[47] The onset of basal ice melting on about day 507
(Figure 5b) is taken as the start of segment SH1. During
SH1 (days 507–575), insolation substantially warmed the
surface layer, as dTml increased from 0.01 to 0.30 K over the
segment (Figure 6a). Near the beginning of SH1, coinci-
dentally, the camp drifted northward off of the Chukchi
shelf and through a hydrographic front. Across the front, Sml
increased rapidly from 30.7 to 31.9 psu and Tpyc decreased
toward the freezing point; the average value of dTpyc during
SH1 was 0.16 K (the smallest segment-averaged value of
the record). Increasing Sml led to a reduction of water col-
umn stratification; the average and minimum values of
DSpyc were 0.2 and 0.02 psu (both the minimum of these
statistics over the record). So, although the stratification
was conducive to entrainment, there was very little heat
contained in the entrainment layer to transport.McLaughlin
et al. [2004] attribute the diminished heat content beyond
the Chukchi Shelf to decreased fractions of Pacific origin
water in the halocline, i.e., a transition to a ‘‘cold,’’ Atlantic
halocline rather than a ‘‘cool,’’ Pacific halocline, using the
terminology of Steele et al. [2004]. The almost complete
lack of entrainment layer heat indicates that segment SH1
was clearly geographically separated from the spreading
pathways of heat-containing Pacific Water. Thus, there is
fairly complete separation of entrainment- and insolation-
driven heat transport processes in the record.
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[48] Following several weeks of quiescent conditions at
the end of SH1 (Figure 10), a storm lasting from yearday
574 to 576 with peak u*0 of nearly 0.02 m s�1 mixed down
a thin, fresh, and warm meltwater layer that had been
trapped within leads and concavities on the ice underside
[Skyllingstad et al., 2003; Hayes and Morison, 2008]. This
mixing event led to the development of the summer 1998
seasonal mixed layer and was taken as the beginning of
the final segment SH2 (days 575–640). During the ‘‘mix-
down,’’ Sml decreased from 31.5 to 30.5 psu, hml shoaled
from an average value of 33.2 during SH1 to a depth
of 17 m (Figure 5), dSpyc increased from about 0.1 to
0.5 psu, and heat was emplaced in the upper pycnocline,
in a fashion similar to that seen at the beginning of the
SHEBA record in segment CB1 and in the AIDJEX
observations [Maykut and McPhee, 1995]. Entrainment
layer heat content increased from dTpyc of 0.1 to 0.25 K.
Heat content of the surface layer reached its maximum just
before the mix-down and decreased, more or less, over the
period of SH2 until Tml was at the freezing point by the end
of the record. The heat content of the upper pycnocline
remained steady, with dTpyc about 0.25 K. A combination of
surface forcing events and continued surface melting
caused the surface layer to deepen and freshen for the
remainder of SH2, as the camp moved northwestward off
the Chukchi Plateau and over the deep water of the
Mendeleyev Abyssal Plain.
[49] The insolation absorbed by the ocean surface layer

during the summer heating season supported large ocean-to-
ice heat fluxes (Figure 10b). The average values of F0

during SH1 and SH 2 were 18.3 and 14.1 W m�2,
respectively. The lack of any significant heat in the entrain-
ment layer during SH1 resulted in small segment-averaged
Fpyc (0.1 W m�2 for both SLTC and microstructure). Model
and observed heat fluxes within the mixed layer were
negative during SH1, indicating that heat was transported
downward from the thin, near-surface layer before the large
mix-down occurred between SH1 and SH2 The segment
average of TIC F8m was �0.7 W m�2 and the average of
SLTC F8m was �3.2 W m�2 (�2.3 W m�2 for only those
times with TIC estimates available). Most likely, the SLTC
F8m estimates are larger than the TIC estimates because of
the near-surface stratification that was not captured by the
profiling CTD data used to force the model. As a result of
the heat emplaced in the upper pycnocline by the mix-down
and subsequent mixed layer cooling, heat fluxes across
the mixed layer base increased during SH2. The average
value of the microstructure-based Fpyc was in the range
0.2–0.7Wm�2 and the average of SLTCFpycwas 3.1Wm�2

(3.7 W m�2 for only those times for which microstructure
estimates were available). Similar to CB1 and CB2, the SLTC
estimates are significantly larger than the microstructure
observations during this strongly stratified period. Average
TIC F8m were positive during CB2, but individual 3-h
realizations had large positive and negative amplitudes
(Figure 10c), highlighting the difficulty of representing
the ocean-to-ice heat flux with eddy correlation measure-
ments in the presence of incoming radiation. Because Fpyc

was significantly smaller than F0 during the summer, the
ocean-to-ice flux must have been primarily supported by
absorption of solar radiation within the mixed layer. During
SH2, entrainment of heat emplaced in the upper pycnocline

was a minor heat source; using the segment-averaged SLTC
value as an upper limit for Fpyc, not more than about 20%
of F0 could have possibly been supported by entrainment.

5. Surface Heat Budgets

[50] In order to quantify the significance of the ocean heat
flux estimates described in the last section, we construct
energy budgets for the ice cover by combining the SLTC
interface heat flux, F0, with the results of the SHEBA ice
and atmospheric boundary layer groups. Data from the ice
group permits estimation of changes in internal energy of
the ice cover, and the atmospheric boundary layer group
provides estimates of the atmosphere-side surface energy
flux, both of which can be compared to the magnitude
of the ocean-to-ice heat flux. The sites of the ocean and
atmospheric boundary layer measurements were chosen to
be representative of undeformed, multiyear ice, while ice
measurements were made in a variety of ice types. For the
budget calculations we limit attention to data from two ice
mass balance sites, ‘‘Pittsburgh’’ and ‘‘Quebec 2’’ (see
Perovich et al. [2003] and additional description below),
that were situated in undeformed, multiyear ice. The
atmospheric flux tower, the hydroholes for the ocean
observations, and the two ice sites were all within several
hundred meters of each other. Two versions of the ice
energy balance were attempted. A simple, ice base budget,
similar to the one used by Perovich and Elder [2002],
depends on only ocean and ice data and closes reasonably
well. A second budget for the entire ice cover, which also
requires the atmospheric fluxes, is not closed very well
with the combined SHEBA observations.

5.1. Data and Calculations

[51] The atmospheric group has produced hourly esti-
mates of all components of the surface atmospheric energy
flux (i.e., atmosphere-to-ice energy flux, see Persson et al.
[2002] for details; the data set is available at http://www.eol.
ucar.edu/projects/sheba/),

Fa ¼ Qshort þ Qlong þ Hs þ Hl: ð7Þ

Here, Qshort is the net shortwave radiation, Qlong is the net
longwave radiation, Hs is sensible heat flux, and Hl is latent
heat flux. Positive fluxes are upward.
[52] The ice group measured changes in ice thickness on

multiday time scales and obtained hourly profiles of ice tem-
perature with thermistor strings embedded in the ice at sites
representing different ice types (see Perovich et al. [2003] for
details; the data set is available at http://www.eol.ucar.edu/
projects/sheba/). Here, as described above, we use data from
the Pittsburgh and Quebec 2. Both of these sites were
instrumented with a single thermistor string through the
ice and had three ice thickness gauges that provided data
for the entire observational period.
[53] A budget for the change in internal energy of the

whole ice cover may be written as

d

dt
Es þ Elð Þ ¼ F0 � Fa: ð8Þ
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Here, the term on the left-hand side is the tendency of the
ice internal energy, consisting of changes in sensible and
latent heat, which is balanced by the divergence of energy
flux between the ice base F0 and the ice surface Fa. The
time rate of change of latent heat in the ice cover was
estimated as

dEl

dt
¼ r0Lf

dzbot

dt
� dztop

dt

� �
; ð9Þ

where Lf = 2.70 � 105 J kg�1 is the latent heat of fusion
for sea ice with salinity of 6 psu, and dzbot

dt
and

dztop
dt

are the
rates of change of the vertical positions of bottom and top
surfaces of the ice, respectively. The time rate of change of
the sensible heat of the ice cover was estimated as

dEs

dt
¼ ricecp

d

dt

Z ztop

zbot

Ticedz; ð10Þ

where rice = 900 kg m�3 is density of sea ice, cp is specific
heat of sea ice, the Pittsburgh site thermistor string pro-
vided the ice temperature Tice, and the limits of integration
were determined by interpolation of the ice thickness mea-
surements made at the Pittsburgh site. The calculations do

not take account of the energy required to melt snow, but
Perovich et al. [2003] estimate that this energy was less
than 20% of that required to produce the observed surface
ice melt.
[54] The ice base energy budget applies to a thin layer at

the base of the ice cover,

dEb

dt
¼ F0 � Fc ð11Þ

Here, dEb

dt
is the rate of change of latent heat associated with

ice growth and bottom melt, given by the first term on the
right-hand side of (9). The latent heat term is calculated
separately from Pittsburgh and Quebec 2 thickness mea-
surements in order to provide a check on the representa-
tiveness of these measurements. The conductive heat flux at
the base of the ice Fc was estimated using

Fc ¼ kice
@T

@z






b

; ð12Þ

where kice = 2.0 W m K�1 [Sturm et al., 2002] is the con-
ductivity of sea ice and @T

@z




b
is the temperature gradient near

the base of the ice, estimated from the Pittsburgh thermistor
data by tracking the location of the bottom of the ice. This
budget has the advantages of being more directly impacted
by the ocean flux and simpler than the whole ice thickness
budget.
[55] Because the ice thickness measurements had the

lowest temporal resolution of all the measurements contrib-
uting to (8) and (11), the terms in the two budgets were
calculated over periods delimited by the times of the ice
thickness measurements. The latent heat tendency terms
were then calculated using first differences across each
period and the other terms were calculated as averages over
each period. The resulting estimates had temporal resolu-
tions of about a week during ice growth and about 4 days
during the melting season, when the ice thickness measure-
ments were made more frequently. Segment-averaged val-
ues of the ice base budget quantities F0 � Fc and dEb/dt are
listed in Table 1.

5.2. Results

[56] With one exception, the ice base energy budget
(11) is closed remarkably well by the SHEBA ocean and ice
observations (Figure 11b). During the Canada Basin seg-
ments, F0 is relatively small, and basal ice growth is deter-
mined completely by the conductive flux at the base of the
ice. During the Front and Northwind segments, however,
the ocean heat flux makes a meaningful contribution to the
budget (Figure 11a). For example, averaged over segment
NW1, F0 is 30% of Fc = 14.2 W m�2 (Table 1) and, over
NW2, F0 is 10% of Fc = 9.8Wm�2. In terms of its impact on
the annual surface heat budget, wintertime ocean-to-ice heat
fluxes above the Chukchi Borderland reduced ice growth on
the SHEBA floe by about 15% compared to the case of near-
zero wintertime F0. During segments FR, NW1, NW2, and to
a lesser extent NW3, the averaged Fpyc and F0 estimates are
nearly equal (Table 1), demonstrating that the ocean-to-ice
heat flux was supported largely by the entrainment of heat
stored in the upper pycnocline over this period. Perovich and
Elder [2002] and Perovich et al. [2003] note that around

Figure 11. Time series of terms in the ice base energy
budget (11): (a) comparison of the forcing ocean-to-ice F0

and ice conductive Fc heat fluxes and (b) comparison of the
net flux and tendency terms. In Figure 11b the tendency
term is calculated for two ice mass balance sites: Pittsburgh
and Quebec 2.
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day 448, the base of the ice melted during the ocean
upwelling event that was described by McPhee et al.
[2005]. This event is reflected in the ice base budget. On
day 448, F0 exceeded the conductive flux, and this con-
vergence of heat transport resulted in basal melting; that is,
dEb/dt was greater than zero. The SLTC-based F0 estimate is
not large enough to completely explain the observed melt
rates during this event. But, as described in section 2.1, the
CTD was not in operation during this period, so the SLTC
heat flux results are based on interpolated Tand S profiles that
do not include the upwelling reported by McPhee et al.
[2005] and are therefore biased low. Significantly, during
segments NW1 and NW2, the ocean fluxes are required to
close the ice base budget. Good agreement between the
Pittsburgh and Quebec 2 site thickness estimates and the
closure of the ice base budget indicates that the ocean and
ice measurements have successfully characterized basal
melt and growth of multiyear ice during wintertime at the
field site.
[57] During the summer heating season, the ice base

budget does not close as well as it does during winter
(Figure 11 and Table 1). At the start of SH1, Fc and F0 had
similar amplitudes, but by the end of SH1, the ice cover was
approximately isothermal at the melting point and the
conductive flux had gone to zero (Figure 11). This condition
prevails throughout SH2, and the ice cover budget is

maintained by F0 melting the bottom of the ice. For the
latter half of SH1, F0 was significantly larger than dEb/dt for
both the Pittsburgh and Quebec 2 sites. Average SH1 values
of F0 � Fc and dEb/dt are 15.7 and 8.6 W m�2, respectively.
In contrast, the ice base budget closes reasonably well for
SH2, after the mix-down of the thin surface layer around
yearday 575, during which average values of F0 � Fc and
dEb/dt are 14.2 and 14.0 W m�2, respectively. Over the
summer heating season, F0, F0 � Fc, and dEb/dt had average
values of 16.3, 14.9, and 11.1 W m�2, or an almost 4 W m�2

imbalance in the basal energy budget (Table 1).
[58] The energy budget for the whole of the ice cover (8)

does not close very well (Figure 12). The combined ice
thickness and temperature data show that the ice cover lost
energy from the start of the record to approximately day 500
(214 days total, before the onset of melting) at an average
rate of 7 W m�2. In principle, the winter energy loss should
have been balanced by the difference between the atmo-
spheric energy flux and the surface oceanic heat flux, but
the average atmospheric flux was 21 W m�2 while the
average ocean surface heat flux was 1 W m�2. The
magnitude of the net atmospheric flux also appears to be
too large during the melting season, the fluxes indicate
that more heat entered the ice than can be explained by the
change in ice internal energy. The amplitude of the net flux,
F0 � Fa, is greater than the estimated changes in ice cover
energy during both ice growth and melting by a factor of
2.0 based on linear regression.

6. Discussion

[59] The heat flux estimates indicate that the dominant
source of heat for melting the bottom of the ice during
SHEBAwas incoming solar radiation absorbed by the upper
ocean, with upward transport from heat-carrying, Pacific
origin water playing a secondary role. The question of how
much of the Pacific origin, upper halocline heat was actually
transported through the Bering Strait, in comparison to the
amount emplaced by summer insolation over the Chukchi
Shelf remains unresolved. But the results do indicate that
the remote advection of heat to the Chukchi Borderlands
affected the ice cover energy budget. Over the SHEBAyear,
the average ocean-to-ice heat flux was 7.6 W m�2 and the
average pycnocline heat flux was 1.8 W m�2 from the
SLTC model and 1.2 W m�2 from the thermal microstruc-
ture data (Table 1). So, the measurements and model
indicate that about 16–24% of the ocean-to-ice heat flux
was supplied by entrainment of heat from below the mixed
layer. The most likely source for the remainder was solar
input. Along the SHEBA drift, the entrainment fluxes were
large during winter while the station was in the vicinity
of the Northwind Ridge (Figure 9), and this resulted in a
modest reduction in ice growth (Figure 11). Temperature
data from a mooring on the Northwind Ridge during the
same time period as the SHEBA drift [Shimada et al.,
2001] show that the upper pycnocline in the area con-
tained large amounts of heat from about yeardays 350–575,
suggesting that, above the Northwind Ridge, the impact of
the entrainment fluxes was larger than estimated from the
SHEBA drift, which was located in this region from about
yeardays 400–507. For example, model and data indicate
that the entrainment heat flux was about 4–5 W m�2

Figure 12. Time series of terms in the ice cover energy
budget (8): (a) comparison of the forcing ocean-to-ice F0

and ice-to-atmosphere Fa energy fluxes and (b) comparison
of the net flux and tendency terms.
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directly above the Northwind Ridge and abyssal Plain
(segment FR1, Table 1), which corresponds to a 28–35%
decrease in ice growth from the condition of near-zero
ocean-to-ice heat flux. It thus seems plausible that the
vertical transport of heat from shallow Pacific origin layer
did play a role in preconditioning the upper ocean and ice
cover in the vicinity of the Northwind Ridge for the large
1998 summer melt observed in the area, as suggested by
Shimada et al. [2001].
[60] One of the largest surprises amongst the SHEBA

observations was the large amount of bottom melting during
the 1998 summer [see Perovich et al., 2003]. The heat flux
estimates from this period show that the role of the upper
ocean during this period was primarily that of a reservoir for
storing and locally distributing incoming radiation. During
the summer period, there was very little heat contained
in the upper pycnocline, because by about yearday 507
(29 July 1998) the ice camp had passed off of the Chukchi
Shelf, away from the influence of Pacific origin water. As
a result summertime entrainment heat fluxes were about
1 W m�2 and were not significant in terms of the surface
heat budget. By accounting for solar energy input through
open water and different ice types and thicknesses (in-
cluding the thin, undeformed, multiyear ice observed at
the SHEBA site), Perovich [2005] has accounted for the
energy required to support the observed ocean-to-ice heat
fluxes and bottom melt rates.
[61] Overall, the SHEBA ice and upper ocean observa-

tions close the ice base energy budget reasonably well, with
the exception of the beginning of the melt season (segment
SH1, Figure 11). During SH1, the average ocean-to-ice heat
flux estimate of 18.3 W m�2 led to a heat flux divergence at
the bottom of the ice F0 � Fc = 15.7 W m�2, that was about
twice as large as the observed rate of change of latent heat
of 8.6 W m�2. The presence of a thin (order 1 m), fresh, and
warm, near-surface layer [see Skyllingstad et al., 2003,
Figure 1], which was not resolved by profiling CTD, is a
likely candidate for affecting the ocean-to-ice heat flux
estimates, but the actual mechanisms involved are not
clear. Interestingly the ice base energy budget closes well
during segment SH2, after the ‘‘mix-down.’’
[62] To provide historical and spatial context, temperature

and salinity from deep SHEBA CTD casts are plotted as
anomalies from the 1950–1987 average winter climatology
[Arctic Climatology Project, 1998] in Figure 13. Overall,
the upper ocean along the SHEBA drift was saltier and
slightly warmer than climatology. Because the yearlong
drift of SHEBA is being compared to the winter climatol-
ogy, this comparison is conservative with respect to sea-
sonal variation for most parts of the drift. The exception is
the fresh surface anomaly and warm temperature anomaly at
50 m in the Beaufort Sea at the beginning of the SHEBA
drift (i.e., CB1 in Figure 5). Here we are comparing early
fall SHEBA observations to winter climatology and so
might expect fresh and warm anomalies, but the freshening
of the mixed layer at the beginning of the drift relative to
previous summers is well established [McPhee et al., 1998;
Macdonald et al., 1999].
[63] Aside from CB1, positive temperature anomalies

occurred either during winter in association with the sub-
surface temperature maximum layer described in section 4.3

or at depth in the lower pycnocline. The largest positive
temperature anomalies (2�C) occurred in the subsurface
temperature maximum layers over the Northwind Ridge
and Chukchi Shelf and in the Atlantic Water layer at 200–
300 m in the Chukchi borderland region. The latter was
associated with the easternmost extension of Atlantic water
warming in the early 1990s [Carmack et al., 1995; Morison
et al., 1998] and described by McLaughlin et al. [2004] for
SHEBA.
[64] Except for CB1 and the very surface at the end of the

SHEBA drift (SH2), the upper ocean water column was
saltier than climatology by 0.5 to 2 psu, with larger
anomalies associated with the Pacific-Atlantic front. Near
the surface, the mixed layer was 2 psu saltier than clima-
tology over the Chukchi Shelf and Plateau. Similar to the
SHEBA-observed Atlantic Water temperature anomalies,
the increased upper ocean salinity is consistent with the
cyclonic shift of the Pacific-Atlantic front that began in the
early 1990s [Carmack et al., 1995; Morison et al., 1998].
These upper ocean salinity anomalies, related to basin-wide
changes, accounted for a large portion of the observed var-
iability in the stratification across the upper pycnocline
(DSpyc, Figure 6), and thus played a significant role in
regulating the amount of heat transport into the surface
layer from heat-containing waters below.
[65] The comparison of SLTC model and thermal micro-

structure–based estimates of the heat flux entering the
surface layer from the upper pycnocline (Fpyc, Figures 8–
10 and Table 1) showed that the model fluxes were larger
than the observational estimates during the strongly strati-
fied periods at the beginning and end of the drift and that the
model and observations were in reasonable agreement
during the more weakly stratified period over the Chukchi
Borderlands topography. A possible explanation is that the
Richardson number dependence of the ratio of scalar eddy
diffusivity to eddy viscosity in the model is too weak under
highly stratified conditions. In addition to stratification
effects, though, Pinkel [2005] has documented an increase
in upward propagating internal wave energy in the regions
of steep topography along the SHEBA drift. So it is also
possible that the comparison between observed and mod-
eled fluxes is affected by internal-wave-driven mixing
processes, which are not explicitly included in the SLTC
model.
[66] A failure of the SHEBA observations is the inability

to close the energy budget for the entire ice cover, includ-
ing, ocean and atmospheric energy fluxes (Figure 12). As
pointed out in the introduction, [Persson et al., 2002] find
that the annual average of the net atmospheric energy flux is
balanced by the annual-averaged conductive flux and total
surface melt, but the budget does not close well seasonally.
The wintertime net atmospheric flux during implies more
ice growth than observed and the summertime net atmo-
spheric flux implies more surface melt than observed. The
relatively good closure of the ice base budget indicates that
the ocean flux and ice thickness measurements are fairly
accurate and representative, which suggests that the prob-
lem with the whole ice cover budget lies with the net
atmospheric flux. A second possibility is that, although
bottom ablation estimates appear to be representative, the
surface ablation estimates may not be. The difficulty in
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closing the air-ice side of the budget is not surprising as
the air-ice energy balance is more complicated than the
ice-water balance, and the evolution of the topside of the
ice is more complex (e.g., melting of snow and formation of
melt ponds) than that of the underside of the ice. Although
the overall budget does not close seasonally, the annual
averages of the ocean-to-ice heat flux and the excess
atmospheric flux do agree well with observed ice melt.
The annual average of ocean-to-ice heat flux (7.6Wm�2) is
close to the annual average of the atmospheric flux excess
(8.2 W m�2 [Persson et al., 2002]), which demonstrates

that ocean and atmosphere played equal roles in melting the
ice during the SHEBA year.

7. Summary and Conclusions

[67] The upper ocean below the SHEBA ice camp expe-
rienced substantial seasonal and geographic variability in
temperature and salinity, which directly impacted the oce-
anic heat flux profile. During the initial part of the record, as
the camp drifted over the Canada Basin, the upper pycno-
cline contained moderate amounts of heat, but strong

Figure 13. Sections of SHEBA (top) temperature and (bottom) salinity anomalies relative to the EWG
Gridded Climatology 1950–1987.
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stratification effectively insulated this heat from mixed layer
turbulence: heat fluxes at the base of the mixed layer and at
the ocean-ice interface were small (0.2–1.2 and 0.2 W m�2,
respectively). During the middle portion of the record, as
the camp drifted over the Northwind Ridge and the Chukchi
Shelf, the presence of relatively warm and salty Pacific
origin water led to a dramatic increase in upper pycnocline
heat content and a reduction in upper pycnocline stratifica-
tion, which permitted moderate pycnocline heat fluxes
(2.1–3.7 W m�2) and moderate ocean-to-ice heat fluxes
(3.5 W m�2). As expected, solar insolation was the domi-
nant heat source during the final, summertime portion of the
drift. During the heating period, the pycnocline heat flux
was relatively small (0.1–1.5 W m�2) while the interface
heat flux was large (16.3 W m�2). The average value of
ocean-to-ice heat flux over the entire record was 7.6 W m�2.
[68] Energy budgets for the ice cover were constructed to

investigate the significance of the ocean-to-ice heat fluxes
with respect to the mass balance of sea ice. The oceanic
contribution to the budget during the middle portion of the
drift, which was supported by entrainment of heat stored in
the upper pycnocline, was responsible for a modest reduc-
tion in ice growth during the winter season (15%). During
the summer heating season, the ocean-to-ice heat flux esti-
mates are somewhat larger than the latent energy changes
associated with basal melting.
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